An Energy Efficient Programmable Neuro-Mimicking Stimulator IC for Implantable Electroceutical Systems.
Energy efficient programmable neuro-mimicking stimulator is designed for implantable electroceutical systems (IES). To provide clinically-proved stimulation waveforms, a complex waveform programmer (CWP) is proposed. It makes a number of pulses, trains and clusters in a time sequence with the separate dead-time slots. Due to CWP, the single period of one therapy can be up to 24 hours. Moreover, VCOMP decision-loop is applied to guarantee more than 90% of energy efficiency. It finds contact impedance, ZE, to make sure VCOMP has the only tight margin for driving ISTIM. In addition, the novel stimulation method based on the silicon neuron cell (SNC) is proposed to mimic behaviors of a real-neuron cell. Due to the SNC artificial neuron model, the proposed stimulator can mimic 4 different types of neural spikes with 10uW power consumption.